[The mechanisms regulating pulse-wave spreading time in a biological feedback regimen in patients with borderline arterial hypertension and in healthy subjects].
The regulatory mechanisms of pulse transit time (PTT) during biofeedback training were studied by noninvasive cardiovascular monitoring in borderline hypertensive and normotensive subjects. Hemodynamic parameters were used as indirect indices of autonomous nervous system activity. All the patients were capable of increasing PTT. Systolic blood pressure demonstrated significant correlation with PTT. The effects were mediated by the different combinations of sympathetic and parasympathetic drives. In the initial 5 sessions, there was the most significant decrement of sympathetic, especially beta-adrenergic activity, expressed in the reduction of the myocardial contractility and cardiac output. In the retraining period (6 to 12 sessions), the leading role was played by the reduction of the arterial tone and total peripheral resistance. Respiratory arrhythmia rose in both cases as a result of the increased parasympathetic activity.